
All the crosses that I used to create my current lines

No.1

THIS IS THE MATERIAL OF WHICH MY CURRENT LINES STARTED

[+] Schematic representation of crosses

[+] I crossed 'Green Variegated Snakeskin' into 'HB Leopard' (mint green).

Result – F1's

I had some percent of Snakeskins ...

They were differed from the original line only by the orange spot in the shoulder area. Their 
offspring had no orange spots and were stronger and larger than their parents, with long 
dorsal fin (and they were breed true).

https://showguppies.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/schematic-representation-of-crosses.jpg


Result – F1's

[+] Then, I crossed my 'Green Moscow' and 'Purple Hawaiian Moscow' into this 'new 
Snakeskin line'.

Green Moscow

Hawaiian Blue/Purple Moscow



Result – F1's

Then, F1's crossed into 'Red Japanese Mosaic'.



[+] I crossed 'Cobra' (from of HB A.O.C's) into 'Red Japanese Mosaic'.

Result – F1's

Then, F1's crossed (back) into 'Red Japanese Mosaic'.



[+] I also crossed my 'new Green Variegated Snakeskin' into 'Red Japanese Mosaic'.

Result – F1's

Then, F1's crossed (back) into 'Red Japanese Mosaic'.

[+] Then I crossed MALE from of 'Cobra / Red Japanese Mosaic' (back) into 'Red 
Japanese Mosaic' with FEMALE from of 'Green Variegated Snakeskin' / 'Red Japanese 
Mosaic' (back) into 'Red Japanese Mosaic' (MY LINE 'K-A').

>>>  I picked the best females for next cross  >>>



[+] This time I used for crossing the females from above and males from of 'Green 
Moscow' / 'new Snakeskin' line into 'Red Japanese Mosaic' (MY LINE 'MD-A').

[+] and 'Purple Hawaian Moscow' / 'new Snakeskin' line into 'Red Japanese Mosaic' (MY 
LINE 'MD-B').

There were differences between the brothers (but not between sisters) in this line!



This is how I started my 2 lines of 'Moscow Red Mosaics' (MD-A & MD-B).

[+] Then I started to inbreed them ... K-A, MD-A and MD-B.

The females have changed a lot!

At beginning they looked like this



and at the end like this

[+] click on image to enlarge [+]

For some reason,
I believed that Moscow had an effect on changing the genome of females?

According to Alan S. Bias (guppy breeder / researcher who knows guppy genetics very well, 
one of the most reliable “source” of informations),
the only Moscow influence on the genom of females of different strains is MBAG.

Females in Moscow breedings are X / MBAG.

So, some of the females that I call 'Moscow Mosaic' they are e.g. X-MBAG / X-red Mo, etc.

P.S.
In the near future
I intend to describe the genetics, and phenotype of my lines
by using 'Domestic Breeder Trait Matrix Reference Guide' and Alan’s help.

https://showguppies.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/our-mosaic-female-guppy-gupi-guppies-gupike.jpg
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315641956_Poecilia_reticulata_Domestic_Breeder_Trait_Matrix_Reference_Guide


So, I named this 2 new lines

“MOSCOW FIRE FLAME MOSAIC”
but in the near future I will change this name to “Metal Head Fire Flame Mosaic” for several
reasons ...

 
Line MD-A and line MD-B.  And yes, these two lines are crossed with each other!

After I noticed the orange/red spots in the peduncle area on some males, I decided to try to 
spread the 'red color' on the body by selecting and crossing, attempting to make something 
new and unusual. Also, some of the females started to showing red-ish color in the edges of 
tail.

I do understand the basics of genetics, how genes work, pigment cells (chromatophores / 
iridophore / leukofore), etc. and that is why I do understand that I will work on something that 
can be very easily impossible. In other words, as I like to say, an (almost???) impossible 
mission :) BECAUSE - THERE IS ALWAYS - WHAT IF ...?



[+] I am also working on creating
a new Non-Moscow 'Red Mosaic' line
that should be of great help in achieving my goal with 'Moscow Red Mosaics'.

Line CD-A  and CD-B.

[+] For line CD-A  I used males from K-A line and new females that I created myself.
I wanted to create mosaic females with red color in the dorsal and caudal fins - which I did.

I used 'Full Red Albino' male

into female from MD line

so, my theory worked  :)



Result – F1's

Now, the question is, can I keep producing this type of females?

This is result of my CD-A – F1's / females



And this is what happened;

I used one male and two females.
All females looked the same and had eager characteristics,
which was not the case with males.

This is a males from one female;

Same but just older males ...



and this is a males from other female;

Same but just older males ...

All of these males have been 'kicked out' of my breeding program!



So, the fry from this females and males from of line CD-B will be produced line CD-A.

This is a parents of CD-A line

[+] For line CD-B  I used 'Red Grass' (Hi-Fin) and females from of MD line.

This is a parents of CD-B line

So, this is the four lines that I have in my tanks now; MD-A, MD-B, CD-A and CD-B.
I making one more cross with my MD line into 'Red Grass' (MRG line) to try increase red 
color on the body with out of losing mosaic pattern.



This is a parents of MD-A line

This is a parents of MD-B line

All other lines / strains are out of my tanks ...

www.showguppies.wordpress.com / www.moscowguppies.com  

Igor Dusanic 
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